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Spotlight


								Gen Z at University
							
Most of today's university undergraduates were born in the 2000s. Like every generation before them, their formative years are being influenced by a distinct set of social conditions, significant events, opportunities, and challenges. What's it like to be a student today? What do Gen Z want from university? And how are universities helping them prepare for their (and our) futures?


[image: AMS president Esmé Decker (front, centre) and other students in the students building, affectionately known as the Nest.]


		The Gen Z effect

	

					            						  Today's students are leaving their mark on campus.
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								Arts
							

[image: Illustration of two people, each in a speech bubble, talking]


		6 UBC Arts alumni offer top tips for career strategizing 

	

					            						    How do you prepare for launching or further developing your career?


            									








    


								Athletics
							

[image: Scott Ramsay, with arms folded standing in front of windows]


		UBC grad channels NHL dreams into research on youth concussion care

	

					            						    This former professional athlete has faced a battle with post-concussion syndrome.


            									








    


								Business
							

[image: Tinted glass of condo buildings in Vancouver]


		Flawed foreign ownership narratives drove "housing nationalism" in Canada

	

					            						    Narratives often blame the housing affordability crisis on foreign home ownership.


            									








    


								Campus
							

[image: Five students sitting at a table next to wall with mural]


		How the international student cap affects immigration to Canada

	

					            						    Canadian higher education is deeply dependent on international student tuition.


            									








    


								Careers
							

[image: Three side-by-side portraits of Gen Z members]


		Build the future with Gen Z

	

					            						    What you need to know about working with the future third of the global workforce.


            									








    


								Community
							

[image: Headshots of 13 individuals]


		UBC announces 2024 honorary degree recipients

	

					            						    Thirteen remarkable individuals will receive UBC honorary degrees.


            									








    


								Environment
							

[image: Aerial view of smoke rising from wildfire in a forest]


		The 2024 wildfire season has started — here’s what we need to know

	

					            						    Two UBC experts offer insight on how communities can prepare for a challenging year.


            									








    


								Give UBC
							

[image: Three members of UBC Okanagan Emergency Response Team]


		Students at UBC Okanagan work together to save lives

	

					            						  Saving lives: The UBC Okanagan Emergency First Response Team makes campus a safer place.
            									








    


								Health
							

[image: Row of industrial fans in a building]


		Improving indoor airflow design to prevent virus spread could protect public health

	

					            						  Airflow dynamics are as vital as the volume of airflow.
            									








    


								Humanities
							

[image: Protesters holding signs in front of San Francisco city hall]


		How "himpathy" helps shield perpetrators of sexual misconduct from repercussions

	

					            						    Why do sexual assault perpetrators escape consequences while accusers face backlash?


            									








    


								Life
							

[image: Francesca Albertazzi stands with her arms leaning on a counter behind her]


		How to spruce up your space this spring

	

					            						  Gain expert insight on how to make your space better reflect you.
            									








    


								Science
							

[image: Fingers holding chip technology with blue and red dots and lines]


		Miniature organs on chips could revolutionize health-care research

	

					            						    Organ model technologies can help address the challenges of drug development.


            									








    


								Technology
							

[image: Person on smartphone near communications tower]


		UBC Okanagan researchers create new compound to build space-age antennas

	

					            						  Lightweight, 3D printed devices can change the face of satellite communication.
            									









    

  
          




          

  





  
    
        
    
              
  
    
      
      
          


								afterwords
							
alumni UBC’s afterwords is a digital conversation series that shares the stories of some of UBC Okanagan’s extraordinary alumni.


[image: Headshot of Cole Mash smiling]


		Cole Mash

	

					            						    Learning to say no, setting boundaries, and other career and life advice from a UBCO alum.


            									








    


								Changemakers
							
UBC grads defining the future


[image: Téa Braun]


		From Victorian to victorious

	

					            						  Téa Braun is fighting antiquated colonial laws that perpetuate the abuse of human rights.
            									








    


								Class Acts
							
News from your old classmates







    


								Collective Wisdom
							
One pressing question. Multiple expert perspectives.


[image: UBC professors]


		Should we be excited or worried about the rise of AI?

	

					            						  One pressing question, multiple expert perspectives.
            									








    


								In Memoriam
							
Lives and legacies










    


								My Town
							
Insider travel tips from alumni around the world.


[image: Renee Voisin standing on a pier with a gazebo in the background as well as water and trees]


		Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago

	

					            						    “Lively. Vibrant. Bustling.” That’s how UBC alum Renee Voisin would describe Port of Spain.


            									








    


								Opinion
							

[image: Silhouette of a mother and child on a beach at sunset]


		This year, let’s get up close and personal with nature

	
We need more contact with the natural world if we really hope to preserve it.









    


								Quiz
							
A non-credit test of your UBC smarts


[image: Graphic showing three circular black and white illustrations, related to three quiz questions]


		Rockstars, rankings, and ruminants

	

					            						    A non-credit test of your UBC smarts.


            									








    


								Rewind
							
A glance into UBC’s past


[image: The Empire Pool in its early years]


		The Empire Pool: A lengthy reign

	

					            						  For much of its 60 years, this beloved campus landmark dominated recreational life at UBC.
            									








    


								The Big Picture
							
More show, less tell


[image: Photo of Robby the robot.]


		Robby the robot

	

					            						    The newest member of UBC’s Athletics & Recreation team is a line-painting robot.


            									








    


								The Last Word
							
Q&As featuring well-known individuals with a UBC connection


[image: Andini]


		Andini

	

					            						  Inventive mind, romantically inclined.
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